CUMBERLAND
beautiful objects that work

Christina
A foundational form reinterpreted

Christina Tables
Designed by Norman Diekman

The oval—an elemental form—receives an imaginative interpretation in the design of Christina tables. In addition to basic
ovals, the line includes interlocking shapes created by notching a vertical offset on a slight angle. The result suggests a
spiral while remaining true to the oval form. This versatility along with the range of heights and sizes offers many possibilities for interesting groupings.

Christina tables include basic oval
forms with pleasant shaping and classic proportions

A stone top offers an elegant contrast to the angled offset that forms
the table’s base

Tables of different heights join together at their tapered edges to create a unique grouping

Specifications
Side and coffee tables are available in maple and ash veneers. Also available with Option A Exotic Woods. Different heights
and shapes with tapers and reverse offsets invite fitting the tables together in interesting groupings. Catalyzed lacquer
finish in all Cumberland finishes. An optional 1.25” Stone top or 0.5” solid surface top is also available.
Offset
The offset on these tables allows two of them to be nestled together and to touch at the top of the offset. All of the tables
with offsets nestle with themselves and with all the other tables; the only exception are the 3457 and 3458. When they
nestle with themselves, they have a gap between the offsets at the top. The reverse-tapered 3460 and 3461 tables were
specifically created by the designer to work together with the 3457 and 3458 tables.
Options
Top:
Wood:
Finishes:
True Oval
3451 Side Table
3452 Side Table
3453 Coffee Table

Veneer self-edge tops are standard. Also available with 3 grades of 1.25” Marble, Granite,
and Limestone or 0.5” Glacier White Solid Surface with an eased edge and matte finish
Maple veneer is standard; Ash and Option A Exotic Woods are also available
Standard and custom finishes. Cerused finishes are available on Ash

18 x 13” Oval x 20”h
18 x 13” Oval x 23”h
25 x 18” Oval x 15.5”h

Reverse Tapered Oval with Offset
3460 Side Table
19 x 16” Oval x 20”h
3461 Side Table
19 x 16” Oval x 23”h

Tapered Oval with Offset
3457 Side Table
3458 Side Table
3464 Side Table

19 x 16” Oval x 20”h
19 x 16” Oval x 23”h
25 x 18” Oval x 23”h

Coffee Tables
3462 Coffee Table
3465 Coffee Table
3466 Coffee Table
3467 Coffee Table
3468 Coffee Table

25 x 18” Oval x 15.5”h
36 x 27” Oval x 15.5”h
36 x 35” Oval x 15.5”h
42 x 31” Oval x 15.5”h
54 x 52” Oval x 15.5”h
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